FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Date: May 25, 2010
Contact: Blake Wood, 217/206-6716

University of Illinois Springfield graduates 1,196

SPRINGFIELD – During the University of Illinois Springfield’s 39th commencement on May 15, the following students received degrees, pending completion of university requirements.

Undergraduate academic honors are indicated as follows: * cum laude, ** magna cum laude, *** summa cum laude.

In-state Bachelor’s Degrees

Addievile: Tiffany L. Blumhorst, Accountancy*

Addison: Lyn Michelle Torres, Liberal Studies*

Alton: Alison Lynne Witcher, English***

Antioch: Christine Ann Korkowski, Liberal Studies; Pam J. Reed, Liberal Studies**

Astoria: Anna B. VanVoorhis, Psychology*

Athens: Jennifer Donaldson, Psychology; Todd Aaron Glass, English*; Austin R. Hemberger, Business Administration; Ivy L. Ingram, Business Administration***; Jeanine Marlene Sellman, Psychology*; Monica Lynn Taylor, Accountancy*; Ashleen E. Woods, English

Auburn: Janene Menke, Management; Jeremy Wade Milburn, History***

Aurora: Omolara Irene Kalejaye, Clinical Laboratory Science*; Leslie Coral Ochoa-Carrillo, Criminal Justice*

Barry: Lyndsay Danielle Squires, Psychology***; Emily Louise Welch, Visual Arts**

Bartonville: Dale Allen Roberson, Business Administration
Baylis: Haylee Erlene Risley, Business Administration

Beardstown: Alejandro Chavez, Psychology; Junzhi Lin, Chemistry**; Ricardo Montoya Picazo, Political Science

Beecher: Lauren Jeanne Cooper, Visual Arts*

Belleville: Kimberly A. Bach, Management*; Felicia R. Reese, Social Work; Kasey Richard Wilson, Business Administration; Xiaodan Zou, Business Administration

Bellwood: Reuben Maurice Owens, Mathematical Sciences; Jamel R. Williams, Management

Bensenville: Richard Dean Oruche, Business Administration

Benton: Rebecca Lynn Heathcoat, History**

Bethalto: William Dean Schneider, Computer Science

Bloomingdale: Thomas Andrew Smith, History

Bloomington: Richard Lee Smith, Management***

Buffalo: Kathryn Elaine Bocek, Psychology**; Sheri Lynn Lornitis, Communication

Butler: Russell Marion Hawkins, Business Administration

Calumet City: Oludolapo O. Amoran, Liberal Studies; Brittane' M. Maddox, Psychology

Camp Point: Elizabeth R. Tooley, Accountancy

Cantrall: Aaron M. Finder, Business Administration

Carlinville: Meghan Hart, Psychology*

Carlyle: Alyssa L. Jurgensmeyer, Management

Centralia: Jessica Lynn Goff, English*

Champaign: Daniel John Bornt, Liberal Studies***; Mari Colleen Fallaw, Computer Science***; Kimberly A. Lerch, Mathematical Sciences**; Kimberly Ann McFarland, Liberal Studies; Gregory Alan Payne, Criminal Justice; Timothy W. Robert, Computer Science***
**Chatham:** John George Bostrom, History; Karen Bradley, Mathematical Sciences*; Aubrey L. Calvert, Biology; Alex Michael Cottner, Computer Science; Amanda Rhae Davis, Psychology**; Ryan Alexander Dennison, Business Administration; Morgan Leah Diffenderfer, Biology; Brett Alan Gerger, Business Administration**; Adam S. Havrilka, Accountancy***; Stanley C. Hughes, Social Work; Thavamani Devi Krishnan, Accountancy; Matthew J. Lund, English*; James Edward Lyon, Philosophy; Meredith Rachel Manning, Criminal Justice; Hannah Marie McNeff, Communication; Hillary Lynn Miller, English; Theresa Lynn Miller, Biology; Ashley Brennan Moore, Visual Arts***; Seth Michael Peters, Computer Science; Shawnda Phillips, English; Ross William Rachelle, History; Matthew Reynolds, Economics*; Joseph Michael Sawyer, Criminal Justice*; Brian Robert Schafer, Liberal Studies*; Emily Marie Shawver, Management**; Kurt Wayne Wisner, Biology*; Joy M. Wolfe, English

**Chatsworth:** Stephen M. Harbarger, Criminal Justice

**Chicago:** Patti Corbitt, Liberal Studies*; Priyanka N. Deo, Political Science***; William S. Marriott, Liberal Studies; Kemberly LaChele Martin, Liberal Studies; Michael Omenazu, Communication; Michele Regina Porter, Liberal Studies; Zachary Lang Tinkle, Liberal Studies; David E. Washington, Liberal Studies; Raphael O'Dell Woodson, Liberal Studies

**Chillicothe:** Paul David Lee, Business Administration; Matthew David Sheaffer, Political Science**; Jacob Paul Turner, History

**Cissna Park:** Anna Elizabeth Fortino, Liberal Studies; Leslie Nicole Reutter, Criminal Justice**

**Clayton:** Megan A. Huber, Social Work*

**Collinsville:** Dustin James Morrison, Political Studies; Jessica Carol Mueller, Sociology/Anthropology

**Columbia:** Jay Godfrey, Liberal Studies

**Cowden:** Michelle Lynn Barnick, Biology

**Crystal Lake:** Jawahir Javaid, History***; Rachel Seivert, Clinical Laboratory Science

**Dawson:** Nichole Renee Martin, Biology

**Decatur:** Melissa Jane Briscoe, Social Work; Mary Kay Cunningham, Liberal Studies*; Kylah Dedios, Legal Studies; Robert Lee Edwards, Philosophy; Selena Karr, Business Administration; Verneal Latrice Ludy, Computer Science; Courtney Reigh McKee, Psychology; Lisa Marie Oakley, Accountancy; Ramona Dionne Rodgers, Sociology/Anthropology; Angel Ann Wilson, Criminal Justice; Cody T. Worrell, Biology
Deer Creek: Kimberly Anne Debolt, Business Administration*

DeKalb: Aleda Finley Harley, Management

Delavan: Abby Sparks, Social Work*

Des Plaines: Kunal Adhikari, Accountancy; Renay Alex, Chemistry; Kristan Loredana Delafeld, Biology**

Divernon: David C. Catlin, Management; Zackary Burke Jones, Accountancy

Dunlap: Jonathan Ray White, Accountancy

East Peoria: Justine Nicole Bauer, Business Administration; Sean Joesph Egel, Business Administration; Lindsay Marie George, Management; Bryce Michael Gillespie, Business Administration; Robert Joseph Gunther, Management*; Kathleen Marie Kroeger, Business Administration; Bradley Allen Smith, Management

Edwards: Cassandra M. Wilson, Management

Eldorado: Allen Michael Jones, Communication

Elkhart: Brian C. Sutherland, History**

Elmhurst: Lauren E. Gaughan, Liberal Studies

Evansville: Louis Robert Holloway, Communication

Fancy Prairie: Chase Micheal Miller, History

Farmer City: Malisa M. Weber, History

Farmersville: Kimberly Alisha Denney, Psychology***

Farmington: Melynda Sue McKeever, Business Administration***

Fieldon: Elizabeth Ann Duggan, Business Administration

Flora: Ashley Noelle Schafer, Criminal Justice

Forsyth: Prem Chandra, Accountancy; Mark Allan McKinney, Biology

Frankfort: Agata Monika Rawdanik, Computer Science***

Galesburg: Jeremy T. Downin, Economics***
Geneva: Samantha J. Kruse, Political Science

Germantown Hills: Danny D. Cullett, Criminal Justice

Girard: Sharon Elizabeth Sprinkel, Business Administration***

Glasford: Sarah Lauren Clinch, English*

Glendale Heights: Asma Jarad, Liberal Studies**

Granville: Christina S. Yocum, Business Administration

Grayslake: Brittanie Michaele Pope, Political Science

Green Valley: Nichole Kathryn Bozarth, Business Administration

Greenvale: Yolanda Jean Gomez, Social Work***

Greenville: Brett Anthony Walker, Legal Studies***

Gurnee: Durdana Ahtasham, Business Administration*; Hyon Jin Kim, Business Administration*; Thomas William Spino, Liberal Studies

Havana: Jonathan A. Irons, Business Administration; Emily R. Morgan, Psychology

Henry: Shea Nicole Richards, Business Administration

Herscher: Sandra Jean Mullinax, Mathematical Sciences

Hillsboro: Elisha Marie Hughes, Psychology; Steven Michael White, Criminal Justice; Brandi A. Young, Social Work*

Homewood: Daniel James Selvie, History

Illiopolis: John Allan Campbell, Liberal Studies*

Indian Head Park: Daniel John Pellegrino, Legal Studies*

Island Lake: Jonathan Paul Spratt, Business Administration

Jacksonville: Patricia Maria Baskin, Social Work***; Scott Allen Belcher, Communication; Loni Kaye Crowder, History; Mark L. Hinman, Computer Science*; Harry G. Jennings, Psychology; Jeffrey Michael Kenny, Communication; Sarah Mae Lewis, Social Work; Lucas Weldon McPherson, Accountancy

Kankakee: Ryan Boyd, Business Administration*; Neil A. Buono, Political Science**
**Kincaid:** Melissa Joann Brandon, History; Susanne Marie Brown, Communication; Gary M. Smothers, English**

**La Grange Park:** Derek Richard Felix, Business Administration

**La Moille:** Michael Anthony Quick, Communication

**La Place:** Janelle Hall, Communication

**Lanark:** Joseph Mark Cruse, English

**Libertyville:** Laura Nicole Sibigtroth, Liberal Studies

**Lincoln:** Britney Melissa Dellow, Psychology; Amy L. Holmes, Psychology; Dusty R. Montgomery, Communication; Joshua Wayne Shanle, Management; Demetrios Paul Vanos, Communication

**Lindenhurst:** Robert Peter Cabrera, Business Administration; William Laurids Paulsen, Liberal Studies***

**Lisle:** Beth Anne Mayo, Liberal Studies

**Litchfield:** Ryan Joseph Hudson, Criminal Justice**; Kelsey A. Whitlock, Biology

**Littleton:** Dirk Allen Lefler, Philosophy*

**Loami:** Jason M. Bandelow, Criminal Justice***; Marybeth Joann Young, Accountancy***

**Lombard:** Jonathan R. Bresolin, Biology*

**Lovington:** Elke Diana Turnbull, Business Administration

**Mackinaw:** Keena Diane Skaggs, Accountancy

**Macomb:** Michael Julian Bloom, Business Administration

**Manteno:** Patricia Diane Seaman, Business Administration***

**Mapleton:** Andrew F. Bender, Business Administration; Brii A. Watson, Business Administration

**Marengo:** Kelly Louise Wajda, Business Administration

**Marquette Heights:** David Allen Hiles, Criminal Justice; Kathy L. Look, Business Administration
Mason City: Gina Renee Francis, Visual Arts; Nicole Danielle Vanderpool, Chemistry*

Matteson: Justin Michael Bournes, Biology; Jeremy Marcus Winters, Communication

Mc Lean: Kristin Rae Kruger, Psychology

Meredosia: Tyler R. Freesen, Business Administration; Andrew C. Hill, Business Administration

Metamora: Paul Dennis Donahoe, Business Administration***; Collin Scott Flanigan, Business Administration

Modesto: Brandon Michael Oxley, Political Science

Monticello: Charlotte Mae Rayburn, History**

Morrisonville: Margaret Ruth Cramer, Business Administration; Dorothy Dautel, Business Administration; Alisha J. Garrett, English

Morton: Peter Todd Cali, Management*; Craig Alan Hilliard, Management*; Wendy Lou Kupferschmid, Business Administration***; Christopher Jason Martin, Liberal Studies; Jeremiah Dane Psinas, Business Administration***; Nancy Joy Wagler, Liberal Studies*

Mount Prospect: Trent Thurston Larson, Mathematical Sciences*

Mount Pulaski: Bridget Nicole Pierce, Psychology

Mount Sterling: Valeree Cheree Dunn, Communication**

Mundelein: Brittany Kae Mallen, Liberal Studies**

Naperville: Derrick Justin Tribble, Communication

New Berlin: Matthew James Harbarger, Business Administration; Natalie Suzanne Nichols, Biology; Megan Elizabeth Seitzinger, Liberal Studies; Jessica Marie Tittsworth, Accountancy*

Newark: Lacey D. Slatton, Psychology**

Nokomis: Zachariah Cachera, Accountancy; Brian Thomas Gaskin, History; Adrian Jean Hebert, Visual Arts

O’Fallon: Lonnie L. Byrnside, Computer Science***; Chavala Jane Hardy, Chemistry

Oak Lawn: Julian Michael Borjas, Liberal Studies
Olney: Robert M. Ritter, Economics

Pawnee: Rebecca J Garrett, Criminal Justice***

Paxton: Cheryl Lynn Wild, Liberal Studies

Pekin: Kyle Dean Gorden, Management; Cole James-Scott Munge, Business Administration; Michael D. Vermillion, Liberal Studies**

Peoria: Stanley Lee Adams, Liberal Studies; Chad N. Beckmann, Accountancy***; Andrea M. Begner, Management; Chariss Bootz, Social Work**; Megan Leigh Call, Liberal Studies; Melinda Gayle Camp, Business Administration***; Jennifer Jo Clayborn, Business Administration; Patrick Scott Doyle, Liberal Studies**; Brian Andrew Fiddes, Accountancy**; Kyle Steven Holmes, Management; Chester Lee Jones, Business Administration; Douglas Michael King, Business Administration; Martin G. Klatt, Criminal Justice**; Luka Nicole Krietemeyer, Accountancy; Kerstin E. McGowan, Management***; Brandy M. Meserole, History; Adam T. Niedermeier, Accountancy; Teresa Rose Peterson, Business Administration; Jenna S. Rapp, Business Administration; Nicholas Ressler, Management; Jennifer Dana Riggins, Management; Luke P. Runyon, Communication*; Jessica Ann Schwegmann, Business Administration; Aaron D. Smith, Criminal Justice; Ilona S. Stevenson, Management; Christina Mary Weisbruch, Business Administration; Angie C. White, Business Administration; Luke Andrew Wilson, Criminal Justice

Pittsfield: Cynthia Lee Gerard, Business Administration; Matthew Wayne Lightle, Accountancy*; Amber Muriel Ruble, Psychology

Plainfield: Meghan Aine Maxwell, Economics

Pleasant Plains: Crystal M. Saathoff, Psychology; Jan D. Sampson, Management**; John M. Scheller, Management; Brittany N. Striplin, Social Work**

Princeton: Christine Ann Thompson, English***

Princeville: Eric Jacob Theobald, Management*

Quincy: Joseph L. Bordewick, Business Administration***; Zachary J. Campbell, Psychology; Brian P. Doellman, Business Administration; Lori J. Fairchild, Clinical Laboratory Science; Darren W. Glore, Computer Science***; Elisabeth A. Sass, Criminal Justice; Daniel J. Soebbing, Psychology

Ramsey: Brittany D. Brown, Social Work**

Rantoul: Stephanie Jo Einck, Liberal Studies
**Riverton:** Michell R. Breeden Cantrell, Business Administration; Stephen L. Harris, Criminal Justice; Bobette Joann Henry, Computer Science; Lisa D. Teubner, Biology

**Robinson:** Justin McDaniel, Business Administration*; Zachary Weger, Legal Studies

**Rochester:** Nathanael Luther Robert Arthur, Political Science; Rachel Jhan Canny, Psychology; Bradley Siddens, Psychology; Emily M. Widger, Accountancy

**Rockford:** Ashley Nicole Smith, Business Administration; Leon Smith, Philosophy

**Rockton:** Nancy Marie Taber, English*

**Rolling Meadows:** Sarah L. Cooper, Communication

**Round Lake:** Jessica L. Sanders, Business Administration

**Rushville:** Stephanie Gorsuch, Chemistry***

**Saint Charles:** Belinda Guglielmo, Liberal Studies*

**Schaumburg:** Bryan James Broederdorf, Computer Science**

**Seneca:** Christine Herbik, Liberal Studies*

**Sheridan:** Sarah Marie Pattison, English**

**Sherman:** Melinda Rae Campbell, Psychology; Kali Christianna Reid, Business Administration; Lindsey Nichole Staff, Communication*

**Shorewood:** Amanda Marie Bennington, Psychology

**Simpson:** Jacob Maurice Wells, Social Work

**Sparta:** Rebecca L. Stork, Political Science*

**Spring Grove:** Amanda Michelle Beyer, Psychology***; Amanda I. Carus, Psychology

**Springfield:** Thiyumi Shamindra Abeysinghe, Economics; Terrell Adetunji, Business Administration; Tara M. Aeschliman, Communication; Aaron Matthew Ahart, Criminal Justice; Amanda Elizabeth Altman, Global Studies; Isabel Marie Armstrong, Social Work**; Christina Renee Assmus, Business Administration; Wilson H. Avendano, Computer Science*; Ashton B. Ballinger, Clinical Laboratory Science**; Mary Kathleen Bansley, Communication; Emily Elizabeth Barnes, Psychology; Cristine Lynn Barnhart, History; Michelle Lee Barr, English; Sarah K. Barrett, Clinical Laboratory Science***; Markie L. Barton, Clinical Laboratory Science***; Richard Charles James Baskell, Business Administration, Ian P. Beall, Business Administration;
Benjamin Salvador Beams, Communication; Jason Andrew Beatty, Communication; Justin Lee Bentley, Chemistry;

Eli Ryan Bernardoni, Social Work***; Cody Ryan Berry, Psychology*; Kaitlyn Nicole Bitner, Visual Arts; John Clark Bland, Business Administration; Ryan Alan Bohlen, Communication; Heidi L. Bolt, Social Work; Rachel Mary Book, Visual Arts; Laurel E. Bretz, Business Administration; Andrew Steven Brewer, Criminal Justice; Emily Theresa Brigan, Social Work***; Scott Bringuet, Business Administration; Robert Zachary Brinkmeier, Political Science; Jason N. Brunner, Criminal Justice*; Jason Robert Bunch, Psychology*; Katrina L. Burgess, Business Administration; Chase R. Byerline, Business Administration; Nicole Calcagno, Communication; Jeremy M. Carnes, Criminal Justice***; Adam Lee Castelli, English; Larry Charles Caulk, History; Caitlyn Rae Cherington, Business Administration; Amelia Rose Cheshire, History**; Amber L. Cheung, Biology; Christina Lee Chevalier, Social Work**; Jennifer Erin Coakley, History;

Ashley Nicole Coffinbargar, Legal Studies; Willa S. Coleman, Business Administration; Megan Marie Conkrite, Criminal Justice; Matthew Alan Coombe, Communication*; Amy Renee Cowhick, Social Work**; Zachary Alan Crawford, Business Administration; Michael Stephen Crespi, Computer Science; Lisa Kaye Davidage, Psychology***; Angela L. Davis, Social Work*; Angela C. Davis, Biology***, Shannon Davis, Clinical Laboratory Science***; Stephanie Marie Davis, Social Work; Kristen Rene Deal, Communication; Kurosh Dejgosha, Computer Science; Abbie Gale Dial, Communication*; Nicholas Adam Dodson, Communication; Jennifer Lee Dowell, Business Administration; Nickolas P. Dudek, Accountancy; Annie Mae Duren, Business Administration; Lauren Michelle Ely, Biology; Corey Michael Entinghe, Biology;

Melanie J. Esela, Sociology/Anthropology; Erin Flora Evangelista, Mathematical Sciences; Scott E. Evans, Management; Ashley Elisabeth Everette, Economics**; Stephen Lawrence Fischer, Computer Science*; John Elgin Flickinger, Visual Arts***; Kevin Gamble, Liberal Studies***; Pavan Vamsidhar Ganapathiraju, Sociology/Anthropology*; Jodi Lei Garrett, English; Travis Justin Gennenbacher, English; Mohini Ghale, Biology; Kelsey Gibbs, Communication; Apple Glover, Criminal Justice; James Thomas Godar, Biology; William Lee Grant, Psychology; Leigh A. Groszek, Chemistry*; Scott H. Hagan, Business Administration; Daeritse Halliburton, Business Administration; Michael J. Hanlon, Political Science; Douglas Samuel Hartman, Management; Celinda C. Hagen, Legal Studies; Rose Elise Hellman, Business Administration**; Wantatesha Shalice Henderson, Business Administration;

James Mathew Henton, Visual Arts*; Danielle R. Herman, Legal Studies*; Melissa Jane Herrin, History; Niveesha Aray Hill, Psychology; Kyle Kenneth Hoener, Computer Science; Aby Lee Hood, Visual Arts; Randall Lee Horner, Social Work***; Stephanie Michelle Hughes, Management; Beverly Lionette Jackson, Psychology; Maria Lashonda Jefferson, Criminal Justice; Mario A. Jimenez, Business Administration*; Megan M. Jimison, Social Work***; Brittney Paige Johnson, Social Work*; Reid Anthony Johnson, Computer Science***; Daniel Ryan Kavish, Criminal Justice;
Prarthana Khullar, Psychology; Mickey Lee Killman, Computer Science; Brittany Nicole Klasing, History*; Randy Bryce Knight, Biology; Victoria Leigh Knoke, Social Work; Samantha June Krumreich, Criminal Justice; Mandy Krumwiede, Communication; Daniel Joseph Kuntzi, Psychology; Ryan William Kuntzi, Political Science; Andrew Scott Lantz, Communication; Ruby Latif, English; Alicia Dawn Lawson, Accountancy; Thao T Le, Computer Science; Laura Nicole Lehnhardt, Biology;

Jacob Boyd Lieberman, Liberal Studies; Tyler P. Lobmaster, Psychology; Shannon Isabel Lubben, Visual Arts***; Sara Dee Lubeno, Visual Arts**; Melinda Sue MacMillan, Psychology; Megan Louise Marston, Accountancy; Christopher Patrick Martin, Business Administration; Kevin Everett Masseth, English; Amanda Jean Mau, Management; Angela M. McCauley, Biology*; Meghan Renee McCray, Social Work*; Eric B. McDonald, Computer Science; Conner Joseph McGowan, Accountancy; Stephen Andrew McMillan, Computer Science**; Ashley Nicole McMillen, Psychology; John William McNutt, Psychology; Jenna Marie McPeek, Business Administration*; Dale J. Mercurio, Computer Science*; Candace Brooke Meserole, History*; Linette Ann Metzger, Criminal Justice; Kathryn Marguerite Midiri, Psychology; Marko Dane Mirkovic, Political Science; Nana M. Mkheidze, Political Science; Kristin Annice Mobley, Liberal Studies; Amber Nicole Moore, History; Heather Rene Morris, Business Administration*; Carla Y. Morrison, Liberal Studies;

Christina Angela Morrison, Communication*; Ayuen Buol Mum, Business Administration; Rhonda Rae Neubauer, Accountancy***; Jessica Lanay Nimmons, Social Work***; Cameron Joseph Olson, Clinical Laboratory Science; Matthew E. Parbs, History***; Kristen Joy Parsell, Social Work**; Anita Manish Patel, Social Work***; Kalpesh Patel, Business Administration; Nathan Allan Patrick, Management; Jamila Afiya Patterson, Criminal Justice; Olga M. Pereira, Political Science; Jarad Michael Perry, Political Science*; Christina Elizabeth Pierce, Biology**; John Melvin Pirtle, Business Administration; Jessica Pluchino, Social Work; Amie R. Poole, Psychology*; Kai W. Poon, Business Administration*; Amanda L. Prentice, English*; Merissa Jenea Pryor, Social Work**; Kelsey Quinn, Political Science; Rosanna Capistrano Ramilo, Psychology; Mandi R. Rebman, Social Work**; Penny L. Reddish, Criminal Justice; Courtney Renee Reller, Liberal Studies; Johnie Lee Rice, Management;

Dustin J. Rickman, Chemistry*; Eric R. Roberts, Business Administration; Valencia F. Robinson, Visual Arts; Pamela Ann Rodgers, Legal Studies; Sophie Rose Roth, Social Work**; William Ryan, Business Administration; Drew Edward Rynders, Legal Studies; Kathryn Lee Salter, Legal Studies***; Rachel R. Sarff, Communication; Julie Ann Schaumb, Accountancy; Whitney Michele Schlindwein, Legal Studies; Jessica Dawn Schmit, Clinical Laboratory Science***; Nicole M. Schupp, Clinical Laboratory Science***; Jennifer N. Scott, Psychology; Joshua D. Seed, Management; Keith Scott Sergent, Accountancy; Ian D. Shapiro, Mathematical Sciences; Christopher V. Shelby, Liberal Studies; Jason Michael Shull, Business Administration; Samantha Kristine Silva, Criminal Justice; Tracee Renae Simmons, Psychology; Tara M. Sitki, Psychology; Marcy LeAnn Smith, Criminal Justice; Matthew J. Sporrer, Accountancy; Matthew T. Standefer, Business Administration*; Jessica Suzanne Starkey, Social Work**;
Debra K. Stetyick, Management*; Amanda L. Stevenson, Communication; Joseph Lee Stone, Criminal Justice; Robert Thomas Struble, Chemistry; Mason James Summers, English; Monica Elizabeth Summers, Criminal Justice**; Lisa R. Sweet, History; Andrea Nicole Switzer, English*; Belinda L. Szerletich, Legal Studies; Erica Megan Tamborini, Business Administration**; Nina Tangman, Sociology/Anthropology***; Sean Brennan Tapocik, Business Administration; Marcus Taylor, Business Administration; Lindsay Beth Teel, Social Work*; Nicholas W. Teeter, English; Amy Lee Teubner, Management; Kim Vi Tran, Biology; Jeanette L. Travis, English; Eugene Connor Tubbs, Legal Studies*; Mary Elizabeth Umbarger, Legal Studies; Kevin Robert Vanmetre, Political Science; Michael John Vera Eastmond, Political Science*; Kelli Marie Verdun, Criminal Justice, Jay James Vlahon, History***; Eric Vost, Business Administration; Jeremy Anderson Wheeler, Business Administration; Tiffany Ann Whitaker, Liberal Studies; Alicia White, Biology; Nicole White, Biology; Sandra Kaye Whitehurst, Management; Teela Denene Whyte, Social Work**; Karl Williams, Computer Science; Kayla C. Williams, History; Alicia Wilson, Psychology; Daniel Scott Wilson, English**; Willie B. Wright, Communication**; Emily Kay Yocom, Biology; Zain Zaidi, Computer Science; Dustin James Zoerner, History**

**Steger:** Jacqueline Elyse Holl, English

**Sumner:** Christopher Wayne Ulrich, Business Administration

**Swansea:** Thomas Edward Doyle, Liberal Studies*

**Sycamore:** Christie Sue Yopst, Psychology*

**Taylorville:** Nathan A. Frisch, Legal Studies; Roseanne G. Kidd, History; Kara D. Kuhnert, Legal Studies; Bronson James McLeod, Chemistry; Michael A O'Bryan, Criminal Justice*; Taylor Jordan Stuthman, Management; Mollie Jean Whitehurst, Accountancy**; Jonathon Wesley Wilson, Criminal Justice

**Thayer:** Richard Lee Macleod, Criminal Justice

**Tinley Park:** Anand Purohit, Business Administration; Bryan S. Wallock, Business Administration

**Tolono:** Margaret L. Metzger Chappell, Liberal Studies

**Tower Hill:** Quincy C. Wood, Criminal Justice

**Tremont:** Lacy Jane Friedrich, Management; Nicholas Kenneth Goss, Management; Megan A. Lindenfelser, Psychology; Jeanine Marie Oyer, Management**

**Vandalia:** Thomas B. Denton, Political Science

**Versailles:** Matthew Eugene Lucas, Social Work**
Virden: Rachel A. Maynerich, Criminal Justice; Amy Josephine Quarton, Psychology***

Virginia: Ashley Hannah Clark, Psychology

Waltonville: Joseph Paul Reynolds, Liberal Studies*

Washburn: Carolyn Jean Schwindenhammer, Accountancy


Waverly: Sydney Michelle Huson, Psychology*; Shannon Ranea Kirby, Sociology/Anthropology**; Melissa Renee Vanhoose, Liberal Studies**

Western Springs: Peter W. Giger, Business Administration

Wheaton: Robert John Zitello, Computer Science

White Hall: Cassidy E. Crossman, Social Work*

White Heath: Patrick Henry White, Computer Science***

Williamsville: Katelyn Jessica Davis, Psychology; Rachel Marissa Thompson, History**

Woodstock: Samantha R. Langner, Biology

Out-of-state Bachelor’s Degrees

Alabama: Lindsay Katelyn Powell Ellis, English (Opp)

Arizona: James Robert Duty, Philosophy** (Phoenix)

California: April D. Charnota, Liberal Studies* (Burbank); Blake Hassan Dournaee, Philosophy** (San Jose); James D. Horton, English* (Oakland); Elizabeth Ann Johnson, English** (Auburn); Hamilton McDermott, Philosophy* (Phelan); Caleb Daniel Salomon, Mathematical Sciences (Stockton); Melissa A. Tamez, Mathematical Sciences (Santee); Thomas White, History* (Fort Jones)

Florida: Gordon Earl Cash, Business Administration (Fruitland Park); Chelsea Kay Keith, Liberal Studies* (Jacksonville); Christopher Joseph Logan, Computer Science (Orlando); Devon McPherson, English*** (Polk City)
Georgia: Melissa Dawn Albaugh, Liberal Studies (Savannah); Zachary Thornbury, Philosophy (Smyrna)

Louisiana: Joshua Allen Weichinger, Accountancy (Mandeville)

Kentucky: Rami Kanumuru Reddy, Computer Science* (Crestwood)

Maine: Elizabeth Heidi Mattmann, Liberal Studies (Southwest Harbor)

Massachusetts: Patricia Ann Dombek, English** (Wales)

Michigan: Matthew Thomas Callans, Mathematical Sciences (Lapeer); Julie Lupo, English*** (Muskegon); Candace Ann Mercer, English** (Comstock Park)

Minnesota: Lawrence El Grecco Waddell, Mathematical Sciences* (Mendota Heights)

Missouri: Amanda Christine Johnson, English (Kansas City); Alison K. Spitler, Liberal Studies* (Saint Louis); Felicity J. White, English* (Bethel)

Montana: Sabine Brigette, English*** (Whitefish)

New Jersey: Lauren Michelle Martens, Liberal Studies* (Hoboken)

New York: Kaia Parnoja-David, Business Administration* (New York); Elizabeth Ann Tuten, Mathematical Sciences* (Corning)

Ohio: Christopher David Dibello, Computer Science (Columbus)

Oregon: Eric Michael Woodruff, Computer Science*** (Portland)

South Carolina: Thomas Jared Farmer, Philosophy* (Greenwood)

Texas: Amelia Kathryn Maddox, English*** (Waco); Andrea Bernadette Martin, Philosophy* (The Woodlands); Kerry Scott Myles, Business Administration* (Georgetown); John Vernon Workman, Business Administration*** (Irving)

Virginia: Stephen D. Gwaltney, Mathematical Sciences (Portsmouth); John T. Nankervis, Psychology (Virginia Beach)

Vermont: Christopher M Seguin, Computer Science (Fairfield)

Washington: Kevin Thomas Raison, Computer Science*** (Seattle); Craig Edward Townsend, History (Port Orchard)
**Military Bachelor’s Degrees**

Clayton Besse, Mathematical Sciences* (APO, AP); Teresa Downard, Mathematical Sciences*** (APO, AE – NY); Patrick Robert McGee, Mathematical Sciences* (APO, AE)

**International Bachelor’s Degrees**

**Canada:** Nicolas Fillion, Mathematical Sciences*** (London, ON)

**Japan:** Christopher Paul Cotter, English*** (Kanagawa-ken); Susumu Fukushima* (Okinawa City)

**In-State Master’s Degrees**

**Arlington Heights:** Jessica Nicole Chapman, Teacher Leadership; Apryl Christine Levy, Teacher Leadership

**Ashland:** Ruth Jean Bixby, Human Services

**Athens:** Eden Michele Lawson, Business Administration; Angela Maranville, Environmental Studies; John M. Reynolds, History

**Auburn:** Kimberly Kaye Beck, Teacher Leadership; Megan Elizabeth Farris, Accountancy; Patricia Elaine Groening, Teacher Leadership; Melissa Lear Knight, Teacher Leadership; Shannon Kay Garrison Lay, Teacher Leadership; Joshua A. Marques, Accountancy; Melinda Sue Marques, Educational Leadership; Jenifer Marie Maseman, History; Stephanie M. McCorkle, Human Services; Jodi Marie Powell, Educational Leadership; Amy Marie Sullenger, Educational Leadership

**Aurora:** Giridhar Reddy Gujjula, Computer Science

**Beason:** Wade A. Kaesebier, Accountancy

**Belleville:** James Andrew Latour, Teacher Leadership

**Belhallo:** Rebecca Ruth Keller, Teacher Leadership

**Bloomington:** Chetiqua Evette Matthews, Public Administration; Derek Nathaniel Murray, Computer Science; Krishnakumar Narasimhan, Business Administration; Solomon D. Roberts-Lieb, Liberal & Integrative Studies; Sathish K. Varadharajan, Management Information Systems

**Bradford:** Jessica Rose Newton, Business Administration

**Braidwood:** Amanda McCabe Gee, Teacher Leadership
**Buffalo Grove:** Trina Zina-Lavirdia Thompson, Teacher Leadership

**Canton:** Jon Johnson, Public Administration; Jonathan M. Sisson, Management Information Systems

**Carlinville:** Daniel Edward Delong, Teacher Leadership; Juletta Anne Ellis, Educational Leadership; Kathi Sue Rhodus, Teacher Leadership; Katherine Irene Sprague, Legal Studies

**Carrier Mills:** Krystal Marie Dooley, Teacher Leadership

**Champaign:** Karthik Sirimulla, Computer Science

**Chapin:** Andrew L. Cole, Business Administration

**Chatham:** Lisa Diane Andrew, Accountancy; Nicholas Reid Bond, Human Development Counseling; Amy Marie Cox, Human Services; Joshua A. Edwards, Teacher Leadership; Burt Lee Fields, History; Lynsey Graham, Business Administration; Jenna Rose Harlow, Teacher Leadership; Mike Daniel Hughes, Public Administration; Vicki Lynn Kuetemeyer, Business Administration; Heidi E. Nance, Accountancy; Daniel Perusich, History; Justin Daniel Ramey, Biology; Ethel Elizabeth Royer, Human Services; Robert S. Smith, Human Services; Haolin Sun, Accountancy; Phyliss Ann West, Teacher Leadership; Corie Ann Yow, Teacher Leadership

**Chicago:** Danielle Renee Harrell, Public Administration; Gregory Michael Jones, Management Information Systems; Lauren B. Morris, Public Administration

**Chillicothe:** George Edmond Abel, Business Administration; Rebecca Suzanne Subert; Teacher Leadership

**Crete:** Chase Thomas Kailer, Accountancy

**Dahinda:** Sarah Lee Keefer, Business Administration

**Dalton City:** Jennifer Elizabeth Hogan, Public Administration; Christel Rae Ann Hur McQuality, Teacher Leadership

**Danville:** Jodi K. Segriff, Management Information Systems

**Decatur:** Amber Dawn Howell, Computer Science; Julia K. Johnson, Teacher Leadership; Bethany Michelle Klein, Accountancy; Erin E. McEldowney, Accountancy; Sheila Renee Moore, Teacher Leadership; Leteah Mae Pender, Educational Leadership; Julie Rae Reynolds, Teacher Leadership; Keyria Lashawn Rodgers, Legal Studies; David Dwain Rowan, Human Services; Ronald James Steele, Accountancy; Thomas Ray...
Sweatt, Computer Science; Kimberly Kay Taylor, Teacher Leadership; Sarah Ann Van Rheeden, Communication; Rachel Gail Wells, Public Affairs Reporting

**Deerfield:** David Howell Burke, Teacher Leadership

**Dunlap:** Bernard A. Barth, Business Administration

**East Peoria:** Kyle C. Campbell, Business Administration; Daniel Scott Hunt, Business Administration; Jay William Schmitt, Business Administration; Erica Christine Shoff, Teacher Leadership

**Edwards:** Diana M. Meister, Public Administration

**Edwardsville:** Praveen Kumar Marri, Computer Science

**Elmwood:** Deanna Bledsoe, Teacher Leadership

**Emden:** Andrew Howard Hayes, Accountancy

**Farmersville:** Kathryn Marie Elvidge, Teacher Leadership

**Forsyth:** Bijal D. Kadakia, Computer Science; Jeannie Ann Kim, Accountancy

**Franklin:** Amanda Jo Six, Teacher Leadership; Yolanda Suzanna Six, Human Development Counseling

**Frederick:** Sharon Elizabeth Mann, Educational Leadership

**Galesburg:** Dustin E. Schultz, Political Science

**Geneva:** Carl Jason Flaks, Teacher Leadership; Chrissa Marie Formas, Teacher Leadership

**Gillespie:** Nicole Lynn Brawner, Teacher Leadership; Donna Griffel Easton, Human Services; Lauren Frizzo, Public Administration

**Girard:** Sarah Kira Garner, Teacher Leadership

**Glen Carbon:** Mandi Lynn Vehlow, Public Administration

**Green Oaks:** Megan Celeste Williamson, Public Administration

**Greenfield:** Sandra Kay Pembrook, Teacher Leadership

**Gurnee:** Max Aaron Woolever, Management Information Systems
Hamel: Corrie Allan, Educational Leadership

Hanna City: Joy L. Ledbetter, Business Administration

Havana: Christy Ann Troxell, Biology

Heyworth: Alicia Coleen Johnston, Accountancy

Highland: Herbert A. Seeger, Management Information Systems

Hillsboro: Taryn Marie Markezich, Human Development Counseling

Illiopolis: Andrew David Martin, Teacher Leadership

Jacksonville: Dana Renee Henson Brackett, Teacher Leadership; Paul H. Caldwell, Liberal & Integrative Studies; Dustin Christopher Cookson, Teacher Leadership; Don Charles English, Educational Leadership; Nicole Frye, Teacher Leadership; Alban Haxhinasto, Business Administration; Dale C.K. Homolka, Teacher Leadership; Brian J. Hornbeek, Accountancy; Chris Eugene Kuhn, Teacher Leadership; Kenneth Samuel Larsen, Computer Science; Kimberly Sue Nelson, Educational Leadership; Christiane Marie Gabor Pennell, Educational Leadership; Lauren Elizabeth Russell, Accountancy; George Allen Sparrow, History; Jill D. Whitmore, Educational Leadership

Jerome: Michael John Toniolo, Environmental Studies

Kewanee: Thomas Warfield, Public Administration

Kincaid: Kelly Marie Aymer, Business Administration; Trenae Leann Mann, Biology

Lacon: Sarah Lynn Schierer, Business Administration (MBA)

Lakemoor: Dean Charles Jewett, Teacher Leadership

Lanesville: Sean Hannah, Business Administration

Le Roy: Sarah Catherine Shivers, Teacher Leadership

Lincoln: Jaemin Chon, Human Development Counseling; Rochelle Morgan Joseph, History; David John Welch, Educational Leadership

Litchfield: Julius Fingerle, Computer Science

Macomb: Adam R. Morrow, Political Science

Macon: Kimberly Diane White, Public Administration
Manito: Kelley Sean Davis, Business Administration; Jean Lynn Sarff, Teacher Leadership

Mason City: Lindsay Anne Bohm, Educational Leadership; Amy E. McLaughlin, Teacher Leadership

Mattoon: Lorie Ann Dalby, Teacher Leadership

Mechanicsburg: Rachel Christine Martin, Accountancy; Katherine R. Connor Parmenter, Accountancy

Modesto: Kara Lynne Coffey, Teacher Leadership

Morrisonville: Blake Owens Reed, Accountancy

Morton: Matthew David Anderson, Business Administration; Jill M. Jones, Educational Leadership; Terry L. Miller, Business Administration; Melissa L. Winchell, Teacher Leadership

Mount Pulaski: Michelle Renee Montgomery, History

Mount Sterling: Jillian Nicole Rachford, Teacher Leadership

Mount Zion: Nojud Ajailat Malouf, Business Administration

Moweaqua: Marcia Ann Berg, Educational Leadership; Tessa Janel Samuelsen, Educational Leadership

Mundelein: Scott Ira Rothenberg, Political Science

New Berlin: Casey Rae McCombs, Liberal & Integrative Studies; Rebekah Winifred Philbrick, Teacher Leadership; Roger Eugene Seitzinger, Educational Leadership

Normal: Patricia M. Kelley, Teacher Leadership; Holley Anne Mims Easter, Computer Science; Rajesh Parthasarathy, Management Information Systems

O’Fallon: Brian Arthur Maves, Management Information Systems

Orland Park: Joel E. Karr, Computer Science

Paris: Cathy Sue Smith, Public Administration

Park Ridge: Karinlyn Calandriello, Teacher Leadership

Pawnee: Jennifer J. Harris, Teacher Leadership; Chad Alan Siewert, Public Administration
**Pekin:**  John Eric Marruffo, Business Administration; Jennifer Elizabeth Schultze, Business Administration

**Peoria:**  Tara Marie Aitken, Business Administration; Dawn Denise Beebe, Business Administration; Stacy Jean Borho, Business Administration; Michael T. Dobbs, Business Administration; Tony Lee Frederking, Legal Studies; Alicia Ann Garner, Business Administration; Demarcus Steven Hamilton, Public Affairs Reporting;Enh Ngoc Ly, Business Administration; Deepthi Pentyala, Computer Science; Kelli Sue Vanderschraaf, Human Services; Luke Michael Walker, Business Administration

**Peoria Heights:**  Katharine May Morris, Business Administration

**Petersburg:**  Katharine Freeman, Public Administration; Michele Sue Haddick, Teacher Leadership; Sarah Elizabeth Hemberger, Human Services

**Pittsfield:**  Paul Curtis Simonson, Biology

**Plainfield:**  Mark Woolwine, Teacher Leadership

**Pleasant Plains:**  Thomas Clyde Irwin, Liberal & Integrative Studies

**Princeton:**  Zepha Love Gerber, Teacher Leadership

**Princeville:**  Robert Koll Altman, Business Administration

**Quincy:**  Marvin Gregory Cox, Human Services; Evelyn Rose Bowen Holtschlag, Communication; Heather E. Keller, English

**Raymond:**  Randi Renee Riemann, Educational Leadership

**River Grove:**  Desiree Nicole Watson, Teacher Leadership

**Riverdale:**  Rodney D. Perry, Legal Studies

**Rochester:**  Christopher Schneider Essig, Public Affairs Reporting; Megan Elaine Kutscher, Teacher Leadership

**Rock Island:**  Linda J. Johnson, Public Administration

**Rockford:**  Nicholas Bodell, Political Science; Janell S. Wells, Teacher Leadership

**Roodhouse:**  Seth E. Bushnell, Accountancy; Mandie C. Smith, Accountancy

**Roscoe:**  Christopher Nicholas Sandage, Computer Science

**Roselle:**  Justin Constantino, Public Administration
**Rushville:** Ryan Charles Reese, Legal Studies

**Saint Joseph:** Jeremy Wallace Bird, Computer Science

**Salem:** Deborah Kay Atkinson, Liberal & Integrative Studies

**Savoy:** Abigail L. Comer, Accountancy

**Sherman:** Rhett Alexander Beekman, Management Information Systems

**Skokie:** Melissa A. Boehm, Environmental Studies

**South Holland:** Leslie Neal Campbell, Public Administration

**Springfield:** Devi Deepika Akkaraju, Computer Science; Deepa Akkiraju, Computer Science; Sara Elizabeth Alwardt, Business Administration; James K. Anderson, Communication; Chinedu Arachie, Public Health; Rachelle Lynne Bahlow, Human Development Counseling; Tisch Anne Theresa Barnes, Business Administration; Yolanda Hazel Beamon, Public Administration; Emily Anne Beck, Human Services; Monica Lee Benn, Educational Leadership; Jamie L. Biby, Teacher Leadership; Karen Michaele Birch, Human Services; Valerie L. Bland, Human Services; Justin Andrew Blandford, History; Joshua Allen Blessman, Political Science; Sneha Sandhya Boddeti, Computer Science; Laurel Elizabeth Bollinger, Public Affairs Reporting; Vinaysumanth Reddy Bommareddy, Computer Science; Jessica S. Brinton, Political Science; Carol Marie Brooks, Educational Leadership; Michael Allan Brown, Educational Leadership;

Kara M. Bryant, Business Administration; Sumanth Budugu, Computer Science; Neil James Calderon, Educational Leadership; William Joseph Callaway, Teacher Leadership; Alicia A. Campbell, Accountancy; Peggy Jennifer Care, Business Administration; Charles Cushman Castle, Public Affairs Reporting; Meredith Tracey Christ, Teacher Leadership; Curt Ryan Clemons-Mosby, Political Science; Elizabeth Ann Cline, Business Administration; Nancy Ann Constantino, Human Development Counseling; Steven Arnold Contorno, Public Affairs Reporting; Amy Marie Crowdson, Teacher Leadership; David Charles Crowson, Public Administration; Jason Patrick Curry, Educational Leadership; Stacey Lynn Curtis, Human Services; Matthew Patrick Daniels, Computer Science; Tara Lynn DeJanovich, Public Administration; Tamika Dennis, Educational Leadership; Tiffany Ann Diekemper, Public Administration;

Mark Russell Donovan, Business Administration; Karthik Dosapati, Computer Science; Whitney Kathleen Duckels, Business Administration; Margaret J. Dunn, History; Jordan Charles Ellena, Public Administration; Curt Allen Fitzgerald, Teacher Leadership; Kathleen Nora Foody, Public Affairs Reporting; Emily Jane Ford, Public Affairs Reporting; Kyle Elliott Franke, Teacher Leadership; Michael Abraham Gammon, English; Samuel Joseph Ganci, Business Administration; Dikshith Reddy Gandra, Computer Science; Gopi Gangadaran, Biology; Meghan Elizabeth Gonzalez, Teacher Leadership; Nikhil Gopala Krishna, Computer Science; Gautham Gorla, Computer
Science; Mallikarjun R. Gouni, Computer Science; Megan E. Green, Accountancy; Audrey Nicole Greenan, Accountancy; Brian Groff, Business Administration; August Joseph Groth, Computer Science; Kelly L. Guerrero, Computer Science;

Callan E. Hagen-Stapleton, Business Administration; James W. Haigh, Business Administration; Paige Ann Hammond, Public Administration; Nathan Scott Harmon, Communication; Beth Ann Henderson, Teacher Leadership; Scott William Hicks, Environmental Studies; Patrick Holland, Biology; Stephen Douglas Hollis, Accountancy; Matthew Thomas Hopf, Public Affairs Reporting; Joseph Walter Hughes, History; Kathy Marie Hulcher, Educational Leadership; Jennifer Bernadette Humphrey, History; Margaret Ann Hunter, Teacher Leadership; Thaddeus Marvin Huskey, Accountancy; Mary Genelle Iocca, Business Administration; Diane Lorraine Ivey, Public Affairs Reporting; Latoya Shamika Jackson, Human Services; Fg Mayango Jallah, Computer Science; Guei-Fong Jhang, Accountancy; Darshan Jinendra Kumar, Computer Science;

Kim K. Johnson, Teacher Leadership; Thomas Anthony Johnson, Teacher Leadership; Whitney Marie Jones, Public Affairs Reporting; Krishna Kranthi Kakarlapudi, Computer Science; Monika Katipally, Computer Science; Sritulasi Katta, Computer Science; Abhilash Reddy Kattpalli, Computer Science; Larresa Rose Kleinertz, Educational Leadership; Kathleen Elaine Knolhoff, Accountancy; Sharvani Kranthi Kondepudi, Management Information Systems; Ravi Kiran Kovoor, Computer Science; Curtis Earl Kuetemeyer, Business Administration; Daniel John Leonard, Accountancy; YuJu Lin, Accountancy; Jeffrey Long, Communication; Patricia Ann Lorton, Educational Leadership; Mohan Jagadeep Maddipati, Computer Science; Timothy John Magaw, Public Affairs Reporting; Hemanth Malempati, Computer Science;

Michelle Renee Manchir, Public Affairs Reporting; Daniel Rodell Manfredo, History; Kathryn E. Martin, Business Administration; Deepak Matta, Computer Science; Shawna Marie Mayer, English; William Daniel McCarty, Public Administration; Anna Louise McFarlan, Communication; Tyler Dean McHaley, Political Science; Sara Kay Metzger, Accountancy; Kevin John Mihelcic, Legal Studies; Mary L. Miller, Public Administration; Izabela Miltko, Public Affairs Reporting; Arthur Wynton Mingo, Political Science; Andrew James Mitchell, Public Affairs Reporting; Marlene Moore, Human Services; Peter Luke Moore, Computer Science; Tejesh Morla, Computer Science; Stephanie Anne Moulton, Liberal & Integrative Studies; Anvita Movva, Computer Science; Prasanna Kumar Varma Mudunuri, Computer Science;

Stephanie Myers, Human Development Counseling; Timothy Michael Niemeyer, Teacher Leadership; Kristin Lynne Nisbet, Communication; Maureen Patricia Nolting, Human Services; Kenneth Charles Ohms, Political Science; Sean Christian Olsta, Public Affairs Reporting; Elizabeth Anne O'Malley, Accountancy; Sandeep Kumar Oruganti, Computer Science; Viraj Asanka Perera, Environmental Sciences; Julie Dianne Perino, English; James Charles Peterson, Political Science; Allison Ann Petty, Public Affairs Reporting; Srikrishna Reddy Podduturi, Computer Science; Sarah Suzanne Popovich, Biology; Elizabeth Anne Postlewait, Accountancy; Siri Pravda Pothuganti, Computer Science; Randal F. Ralph, Political Science; Vinodh Kumar Ramachandran, Computer Science;
Science; Grace Theresa Nichola Ramena, Biology; Justin Thomas Ratz, Management Information Systems; Mazyouna Rehan, Accountancy; Jill Anne Marie Reich, Human Services;

Angela Michelle Rice, Business Administration; David Rivera, Computer Science; Brooke Suzanne Robinson, Public Health; Thomas Rodden, Business Administration; Laura Ann Rogers, Public Health; Phillip A. Ross, Business Administration; Kris M. Ruebling, English; Shwetankh Satish Ruia, Management Information Systems; Megan Lynn Sanderson, Business Administration; Carrie Lynn Schultz, Communication; Lisa Marie Schultz, Teacher Leadership; Irina Y. Scott, Accountancy; Praveen R. Segireddy, Computer Science; Mary Louise Sexton, Human Services; Madhu Shetty, Management Information Systems; Preeti Shrestha, Computer Science; Brittany Nicole Sing, Political Science; Tarun Kumar S. Singh, Business Administration; Chandrakanth Reddy Singireddy, Computer Science; Brittany Angela Sitko, Educational Leadership; Sudarshan Sivarreddy, Computer Science; Bethany Ann Snelson, History; Adetokunbo Akinlolu Solarin, Public Health; Pam Alberna Springer, History;

Kenya Marie Steemmons, Public Administration; Isaac Stephenraj, Computer Science; Rachel K. Stout, Accountancy; Sankeerth Raj Sundrugu, Computer Science; Anusha Surabhi, Computer Science; Gina Lizabeth Swickard, Teacher Leadership; Rita Lynn Monkman Tarr, Human Services; Kristin Lynn Taylor, Legal Studies; Mary Yvonne Tennant, Educational Leadership; Chortip Thanaprayotsak, Business Administration; Sai Kiran Togita, Computer Science; Priyanka Subhash Toshniwal, Computer Science; Tiisha Shonte Townsend, Human Development Counseling; Kevin Michael Tremain, English; Dejan Neso Trencevski, Business Administration; Suresh Babu Vajja, Computer Science; Hemali P. Valera, Accountancy; Lokesh Babu Vankayala, Computer Science; Vibha Reddy Venkannagari, Computer Science; Brittney Nicole Viets, Business Administration;

Erica Rae Viets, Teacher Leadership; Jolene M. Vollmer, Liberal & Integrative Studies; Melissa Diane Weissert, History; Rebecca Wendle, Human Services; Clifford C. White, Communication; LeDora S. Williams, Public Administration; Terry J. Winson, Public Administration; Sarah Wolin, Public Administration; Siddharth Yeleswarapu, Computer Science

**Staunton:** Kara Denise Saracco, Teacher Leadership

**Taylorville:** Jodi Marie Acree, Teacher Leadership; Matthew Duane Carlen, Public Administration; Jessica Irene Ervin, Teacher Leadership; Timothy R. Kratochvil, Educational Leadership; Karen R. Kuntzman, Teacher Leadership; William Wayne McGee, History; Cara R. Thomas, Teacher Leadership; Stephen Gale Younker, Teacher Leadership

**Tinley Park:** Jeremy Francis Fenton, Teacher Leadership

**Tolono:** Christopher W. Jewell, Management Information Systems
Tovey: Charlotte Smith, Human Services

Urbana: John P. Arends, Management Information Systems; Marianne E. Downey, Teacher Leadership

Viriden: Jill Leann Bickel, Environmental Studies

Washington: Ashlee Jeanette Brown, History; Todd Ryan Smith, Business Administration

Waterloo: Cara Joann Beierman, Educational Leadership

Wauconda: Michael Warren Klobnak, Teacher Leadership

West Frankfort: Melodee Lee Lewis, Teacher Leadership

Williamsville: Janna Sue Cooper, Human Development Counseling; Adam Jay Kershaw, English

Wilmington: Eric M. Rollins, Political Science

**Out-of-state Master’s Degrees**

**Arizona:** Rohit Kumar Reddy Gopidi, Computer Science (Scottsdale); Mia Jeannette Kirkwood, Management Information Systems (Scottsdale); Kelli Hazel Mahoney, Public Administration (Phoenix); Sneha Mudumba, Computer Science (Phoenix); Nicola Winkel, Public Administration (Phoenix)

**California:** Jochem K. Clarke, Management Information Systems (Vista); Bashar Hamed Ewaida, Management Information Systems (Sherman Oaks); Dmitry Faradjev, Computer Science (Mountain View); Ramanathan Kollengode, Computer Science (Santa Cruz); Hisham Mudathir, Management Information Systems (Anaheim); Karlis Ogle, Computer Science (Poway); Sowjanya Popuri, Computer Science (Santa Clara); Samantha Quick, Public Administration (Twentynine Palms)

**Colorado:** James Thompson Brown, Liberal & Integrative Studies (Colorado Springs); Stephen S. Kirkman, Computer Science (Colorado Springs)

**Florida:** Claudine Melanie Cordray, Public Health (Jacksonville Beach); Jill Kathleen Sonke, Human Services (Gainesville); Peggy J. Seitz, Public Administration (Orlando); Alisha G. Terborg, Management Information Systems (Orlando)

**Georgia:** Greg Carlson, Teacher Leadership (Cumming); Kiwanna Alesha Goodwin, Management Information Systems (Warner Robins); Johnathan Alan Hunt, Management Information Systems (Lawrenceville); James Lee McElhannon, Computer Science (Acworth); Nikhat Parveen, Management Information Systems (Acworth)
Indiana: Eric William Penegor, Management Information Systems (Schererville)

Iowa: Garth William Coffman, Management Information Systems (Altoona); Melinda Kay Uhle, Public Health (Des Moines)

Kansas: Jennifer Lynn Crist, Teacher Leadership (Bonner Springs); Richard Jerry Hutchison, Computer Science (Olathe); Theresa A. Strother, Management Information Systems (Wichita); Amy Marie Washington, Teacher Leadership (Olathe)

Louisiana: John Russell Guidroz, Public Affairs Reporting (Lake Charles)

Massachusetts: Rajashekar Reddy Rekula, Computer Science (Lowell)

Michigan: Scott Arthur Adams, Computer Science (Flint); Ajay Anand Myneni, Public Health (Lansing)

Minnesota: John Crawford Brown, Management Information Systems (Saint Paul); Gentre Varden Dozier, Management Information Systems (Rochester); Lisa Jean Ed, Management Information Systems (Cottage Grove); Justin T. Helsley, Computer Science, (Saint Louis Park)

Missouri: Jameelah Ibrahim Abdallah, Teacher Leadership (Arnold); Zachary Lee Allen, Human Services (Saint Louis); Willibald Kafui Duho, Accountancy (Saint Louis); Brian T. Feldt, Public Affairs Reporting (O' Fallon); Barbara Jean Gross, Teacher Leadership (Troy); Crystal M. Larmie, Teacher Leadership (Lees Summit); Justin R. Larmie, Teacher Leadership (Lees Summit)

Nebraska: Brent Lottman, Legal Studies (Peru)

Nevada: Win Thu Aung, Public Administration (Las Vegas)

New Jersey: Romain Ceroriales, Management Information Systems (Jersey City); Manjira Chekuri, Computer Science (Edison); Prajna Laxman Karkal, Computer Science (Jersey City); Srujana Polavarapu, Computer Science (Princeton)

New York: Oluwaseun O. Afolabi, Management Information Systems (Far Rockaway); Mark Albert Halabuda, Teacher Leadership (Wallkill); Rebecca M. Shakespeare, Management Information Systems (Theresa)

North Carolina: John Nicholas Conklin, Public Administration (Spring Lake); Rohith Racha, Computer Science (Charlotte)

Ohio: James Ray Chamberlain, Environmental Studies (Maumee); James Robert Leasure, Management Information Systems (Akron); Varun Srinivas Saripella, Computer Science (Mason); Dustin Lee Schkirkie, Business Administration (Columbus)
Oregon: Brian David Mason, Computer Science (Aloha)

Pennsylvania: Lakshmi Narayana Reddy Mamillapalle, Computer Science (Danville)

Texas: Srikanth Alajangi, Computer Science (Irving); Vishnu Vardhan Kodukulla, Computer Science (Irving); Vislesh Macherla, Computer Science (Dallas); Sri Lakshmi Malampati, Management Information Systems (Dallas); Bala Kiran Manda, Computer Science (Austin); Dustin Gene Meyers, Communication (Dallas); Bhogendra Karthik Parvataneni, Computer Science (Irving)

Virginia: Nitin Bansal, Management Information Systems (Herndon); Steven Lewis Craig, Management Information Systems (Lexington); Vikramaditya Tummala, Computer Science (Herndon)

Washington: Jeffrey Scott Bosch, Computer Science (Edmonds); Sweta Ankita Daita, Computer Science (Bothell); Venkateshwar Koukuntla, Computer Science (Bellevue); Cassandra Jeri-Lynn Moses, Human Services (Kent)

Wisconsin: Kathryn Doar, Computer Science (Stevens Point); Stephen Lyle Mrizek, Teacher Leadership (Beloit); Elizabeth Pearson Sauer, Environmental Sciences (Shorewood); Christine Alda Turner, Teacher Leadership (Milwaukee)

**Military Master’s Degrees**

Zachary Wayne Fair, Computer Science (Davis-Monthan AFB, AZ)

**International Master’s Degrees**

Canada: Yadvinder Singh Bhullar, Public Health (Calgary, AB); Pi-Hsing Chung, Management Information Systems (Toronto, ON)

India: Avinash Reddy Kasarla, Computer Science (Hyderabad); Sai Vachan Kasireddygari, Computer Science (Hyderabad); Bhargavaraju Mandhapati, Computer Science (Nalgonda); Arun Kumar Morishetty, Computer Science (Warangal); Sudha Pandiri, Computer Science (Hyderabad); Rohith Utukuri, Computer Science (Hyderabad)

Poland: Angeline Elizabeth Sauer, Teacher Leadership (Warszawa)

Taiwan: Chia-Hsuan Ho, Computer Science (Taipei)
Certificate of Advanced Study in Educational Leadership

Breese: John E. Mullett

Collinsville: Jennifer Leigh Houck

Granite City: Jay Ryan Simpson

Highland: Renee Michelle Iberg

Millstadt: Randy Keith Blakely

Staunton: Mark Bradley Skertich

Trenton: Sandra Caroline Padak

Troy: Jason Michael Henderson

Venedy: Catherine Marie Burrough

Out-of-State Certificate of Advanced Study in Educational Leadership

Missouri: Kevin Ronald Garcia (Saint Charles)

In-State Doctoral Degrees

Springfield: John Phillips, Public Administration